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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [1] and [2] D.D. Anderson and D.F. Anderson studied com- 
mutative.integral domains that are graded by a torsion-free abelian group 
and that satisfy a certain arithmetical property (such as being a Krull 
domain, GCD-domain, UFD .... ). Actually for their purposes, it is better to 
look at these rings as rings graded by a torsion-free cancellative abelian 
monoid. Their attention was focused on proving that the arithmetical 
structure is determined by graded information, in particular the structure 
of the grading monoid. In this way they generalized several (twisted) 
monoid ring results of (see for example) R. Gilmer I-7] and L. Chouinard 
I-3]. 
An obvious next step is to find a concrete description of torsion-free 
cancellative abelian monoid graded rings that have a particular arithmeti- 
cal structure. For example, are such rings automatically twisted semigroup 
rings? In 1"13] P. Wauters answered this question for factorial domains in 
case the grading monoid has no non-trivial units. It turns out that such 
rings are often polynomial rings. In I-4] the authors studied this question 
for such graded domains which are Dedekind: these rings are either poly- 
nomial rings or twisted group rings over a field. In this paper we consider 
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graded domains that are Priifer domains. We obtain a complete description 
in case the grading monoid has no non-trivial units. When the grading 
monoid is a group, which is proved to be the only other possible case, we 
obtain a complete result in case the ring is of dimension one and has no 
non-trivial idempotent ideals; such rings are called almost Dedekind 
domains (cf. [6]). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
All semigroups S are abelian, torsion-free, and cancellative, so they are 
subsemigroups of a torsion-free abelian group. We use the multiplicative 
notation for semigroups and in case S is a monoid, its identity is denoted 
by e. However, in the case of the natural numbers N, or the integers Z 
or the rationals Q, we use the additive notation and the identity is 
denoted by 0. The maximal subgroup (or unit group) of a monoid S is 
denoted by ql(S). For the terminology on semigroups we refer to [7, 81. 
All rings R are associative and commutative and contain an identity, 
denoted by 1. The subgroup of multiplicative invertible elements is 
denoted by qZ(R). A ring R is said to be graded by a monoid S, if R is 
the direct sum of some additive subgroups R,, s,e S, such that for all s, 
t ~ S : R, Rt ~_ Rsr If S is a group and equality holds for all s, t e S, then 
R is said to be strongly S-graded. A graded ring R is called a twisted 
monoid ring if ~ach R, is a free Re-module of rank one; i.e., as an 
Re-module the ring contains a basis, say {gistS},  and there exists a 
2-cocycle ?:SxS--,q[(R) such that gt'=~,(s, t )~,  for all s, t~S. Such a 
twisted semigroup ring is denoted by A'[S-I, where A = Re. In case the 
cocycle is trivial, then the ring is simply called a monoid ring and is 
denoted by A[S]. 
The support of a graded ring R is defined as Supp(R)= 
{seSI R , r  {0}}. We shall assume throughout that Supp(R):~ {e}, that 
is, the support is non-trivial. An element of R,, s eS, is called a 
homogeneous element, and h(R) denotes the set of all homogeneous 
elements of R. When R is a domain, we put Qg(R)= R(h(R)\{O}) -l, the 
graded quotient ring of R. Clearly, Qg(R) is a G-graded domain, where 
G is the quotient group of S, and it can easily be deduced that Qg(R)= 
Qte[G ], a twisted group ring over the field Q,=(Qg(R)),. The total 
quotient ring of R is denoted by Q(R). Whenever T_S ,  we put 
Rt r ]= G,~T R,. It is clear that, if T is a monoid ideal of S, then Rtr ~ 
is an ideal of R. If I is an ideal of R, then (I)h denotes the ideal 
generated by all homogeneous elements of L An ideal I is said to be 
homogeneous if I-= (I)h. Finally, if the symbol ~ is used in connection 
with graded objects, it always means a graded isomorphism. For further 
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terminology on graded rings we refer to [10], and for monoid rings we 
refer to [7]. 
9 We will use the following equivalent forms of the definition of a Priifer 
domain. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The followh~g are equivalent: 
1. R is a Pr~tfer domahl; 
2. the localization Re is a vahtation rh~g for each prhne ideal P of R; 
3. the localization R M is a vahtatio'n rhlg for each maxhnal ideal )~I 
of R; 
4. each non-zero finitely generated i eal of R is htvertible; 
5. R is hztegrally closed and for each a, b ~ R : (a, b) 2 = (a 2, b2). 
For more information on Prfifer domains we refer to [6]. The next two 
lemmas play an essential role in our investigations. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let R be an integrally closed domaht and let D be a domain, 
contahlhzg R, which is integral over R. I f  D is a Prrfer domahz, then R is 
Pr~fer too. 
Proof Let P be a prime ideal of R. Then there exists a prime ideal Q 
of D such that P = Q c~ R. It then follows from [6, Proposition 12.7] that 
Re = DQ n Q(R). So Re, as an intersection of a valuation ring and a field, 
is also a valuation ring. Hence R is Pr/ifer., | 
LEMMA 2.3. Let G be a torsion-free abelian group. I f  R is a G-graded 
Prftfer domah~, then S= Supp(R) is a torsion-free cancellative monoid of 
torsion-free rank one. Moreover, S is isomorphic with either a subgroup 
of the additive group of rational numbers Q or a sttbmonoid of Q without 
non-trivial units. 
Proof Since R is a domain and 1 e Re, S is obviously a submonoid of 
G. Note that, as mentioned in the introduction, we always assume that 
S = Supp(R) is non-trivial. Moreover, if Q = Qg(R), then Q = Qte[G ]. Let 
F be a maximal free subgroup of G. Then Qte[G] is integral over Qt~[F] ~- 
Q~[XiI iEI],  a polynomial ring over Qe in rank(F) variables. Since a poly- 
nomial ring over a field, as a factorial domain, is integrally closed, it 
follows from Lemma 2.2 that Q'~[F] is a Priifer domain. It then follows 
from [6, Proposition 23.5] that Ill = 1. Hence G, and thus also S, has 
torsion-free rank one. Hence S is a submonoid of Q, and if S is not a 
subgroup, it then follows from [7, Theorem 2.9] that S has no non-trivial 
units. | 
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3. PROFER DOMAINS: THE MONOID CASE 
We nowinvestigate the case when S has no non-trivial units. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let R be a graded Pr~tfer domahz with Supp(R)=S a 
torsion-free cancellative monoid without non-trivial units. Then R~ is a 
divisible R,-module, for each s e S \  {e}. 
Proof Let seS\{e}  and GeR, \{0} .  Choose Ov~aeR,; then 
(a,G)2=(a2, r~). Hence, there exist f, geR such that aG=a2f+r~g. 
Comparing homogeneous components in R,, as s is not invertible and S is 
cancellative, one obtains aG = a2f, and thus r, = aft. This shows that each 
R, is a divisible R,-module. | 
The next three lemmas deal with the special case that S= N. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let R be a graded Prftfer domaht with Supp(R) = N and Ro 
a field. Then .M=~,>o R, is a homogeneous maxhnal ideal of R with 
N.>o (MRM)"  = {0}. 
Proof Clearly R/M~-Ro is a field. Assume q=a- tbe  n,,>o (MRM) ~, 
aq~M. Then, for each n>0,  there exists ct, e R\M. such that q2,eM",  and 
hence aqx,=bx, eM". We may assume that for each n>0,  (a,,)o= 1. 
Now let b=bt+bt+l+ .. .+bt+k; then for each n>0,  since M" is 
homogeneous, bt'eM". Thus n,,>o M"# {0}, while M"~--Zk>~# Rk; this is 
a contradiction. |
LEMMA 3.3. Let R be a graded domaht with Supp(R) = N and Ro a fieM. 
I f  R is a Pr~fer domain, then R ~ R0[X], a polynomial ring. 
Proof Let O#r leRt ;  then rIRM~_MRM. Assume rIRM~_M2RM; 
then there exists ct e R\M such that rt ct e M2; this is a contradiction since 
Uo#0 and M 2 is homogeneous. Thus M2RMcrIRM~_MRM. It then 
easily follows that r lRg is (MRM)-primary. From [6, Theorem 17.3], 
r lRM=MkRM for some non-zero k. Consequently r IRM=MRM. There- 
fore, if aeRt ,  then aerlRM and there exist cteR\M, t ieR, such that 
~a=tirl. Comparing the lowest degree components, one gets ctoa= tiorl, 
with ct o a unit in Ro. Thus a=(tioUol)rxeRorl and Rt=Rorl .  Now, for 
n>~2, r~RM= (fIRM) "= (MRM)", from which it follows in an analogous 
way as above.that R,, = RorT. Consequently R = ~, ,~ Ror'~, a polynomial 
ring over a field. | 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let R be a graded domahz with Supp(R) = N. Then R 
is a Prftfer domain if and only if Ro is a Prftfer and R ~- Ro + XQ(Ro)[X]. 
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Proof Assume R is a Prfifer domain. Clearly Ro is a domain which is 
a homomorphic image of R, and thus Ro is a Priifer domain. From 
Lemma 3.1 it follows that Rm\{o } = Q(Ro)+Z,>o R,,. As a homogeneous 
localization of R, this is again an N-graded Prfifer domain, with compo- 
nent of degree zero a field. Therefore, by Lemma 3.3, R, = Q(Ro) X ~, n > O, 
for some XeRI .  Hence R=Ro+~>o Q(Ro)X ~. 
For the converse let M be a maximal ideal of R. We prove that RM is a 
valuation ring. If (M)h= {0}, then R~t= (Q(Ro)[X, X-I])M,, where M' is 
the maximal ideal MQ(Ro)[X, X- l ] ;  clearly RM is then a valuation ring. In 
case (M)h:~0, then one easily verifies that M=p+XQ(Ro) [X] ,  where 
p = Mc~ R o. Replacing R by the localization Rm, w we may assume that Ro 
is a valuation ring (or a field). We have to show that for every cte Q(R) 
either ct e RM or ct-~e RM. For this write ~ = (fo +f)(go + g)-~, where fo, 
go e Ro and f, g 9 XQ(Ro)[X]; we also may assume that not both fo and go 
are zero. In case fo r  P, then ~-~e R M and if go ~P, then ct e RM. Suppose 
(go)~_(fo)~ p; then ~=(1 + fox f ) [ fo l (go+ g)] -~. Since 1 + fo~f  eR\M 
and ff f  l(g o + g) e R, we get that a -  i ~ RM" In a similar way, (fo) ~ (go) ~ P 
implies that a e R M. This shows that R M is a valuation ring. | .  
We now come to the main theorem of this section. Recall (el. [7])  that 
a submonoid S of Q is called a Priifer monoid if S is the union of an 
ascending sequence of cyclic submonoids. ' 
THEOREM 3.5. Let R be a graded domabl with Supp(R)=S and 
ql(S) = {e}. Then R is a Prftfer domain if and only if the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
1. S is isomorphic with a Prftfer submonoid of Q; 
2. R e is a Pr~tfer domahl; 
3. R~Re+Q(Re) ' [S \{e}] ,  where the latter is considered as a 
subrhlg of the twisted monoid rhlg Q(Re) t [S]. 
Proof For s~S we denote by (s )  the submonoid of S generated 
by s. Assume R is a Prfifer domain. Let a~S\{e}.  Then R=Rt<,,>]0) 
Zs~sx<,,> R,, a direct sum of Rr<,,>l-modules. Consequently each ideal of 
Rt<a:, ] is contracted from R. Therefore, by [7, Theorem 13.11, R[<,,>] is a 
Priifer domain too and N-graded. It then follows from Proposition 3.4 that 
Re is a Priifer domain and that there exists r~R~ such that R~= Q(Re)r~. 
Therefore, R = Re + Z~ ~ sx{e} Q(Re) r~ ~- Re + Q(Re)' [S \  {e } ]. 
Further, it follows from Lemma 2.3 that S is a submonoid of Q. Then [7, 
Theorem 2.91 yields that we may assume that S is a submonoid of Q+, the 
non-negative rational numbers. We assert that S is an integrally closed 
monoid. Indeed, suppose g"~S,  with eCg=s-~t~G,  where G is the 
quotient group of S and s, t e S. Note that g" :/: e, since G is torsion-free. 
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Then g"eR=Ro+Q(Ro) ' [S \{O}]  and g"=~,"u, where Or 
Since R is integrally closed, ~eR and therefore g eS; this proves the 
assertion. Moreover, SnNr  if 0 r  then Q+ is integral 
over aN _ S. Consequently G n Q + is integral over S and so S = G n Q +. 
It follows from [7, Corollary2.8] that G is the union of an ascending 
sequence of cyclic subgroups grp(gi)  with g,.>0 for each i. Since 
S=GnQ +, it follows that s=u (g rp(gt )nQ+)=U (g , )  and (g,)~_ 
(gl+ ~ ) for each i. So S is a Priifer submonoid of Q and we have proved 
that the three conditions are necessary. 
Conversely, because of Proposition 3.4, the rinff R is the direct limit of 
Priifer domains, and thus Priifer. | 
Remark. 
1. It is clear that, in the preceding theorem, R is of dimension one if 
and only if R e = Q(Re), i.e., Re is a field. 
2. We give an example, taken from [2], to show that there exist 
twisted monoid rings which are Priifer and which are not monoid rings. So 
the conditions in the preceding theorem are most accurate. Let S be a 
Prfifer submonoid of Q and R=k[X ,  l seS] ,  a polynomial ring over the 
field k. Clearly R is a unique factorization domain and S-graded with 
deg(X~"~ ...X,"f)=s~' ...sT'. Then Q = Q~(R) = Q~[G], where G is a sub- 
group of Q, is also a unique factorization domain. Since G has torsion-free 
rank one, Q-~Qe[Z]  ~ [G]Z] is integral over Q, [Z] .  Therefore Q is of 
dimension one, and thus a principal ideal domain and certainly a Prfifer 
domain. But the cocycle on G is not trivial, since it follows from Gilmer's 
result [7, Theorem 13.8] that Qe[G] is not a principal ideal domain. 
3. Let R be an S-graded ring, S a monoid without non-trivial units. If 
R is a Dedekind domain, i.e., a Noetherian Priifer domain, then it is 
proved in I-4] that R is a polynomial ring over a field. So in that case there 
is no twist. 
4. PROFE.R DOMAINS: THE GROUP CASE 
We have already proved that if R is a G-graded Prfifer domain, then G 
has torsion-free rank one and is therefore isomorphic with a subgroup of 
Q. We start with a general emma. 
LEMMA 4.1. I f  V is a vahtation ring with maxhnal ideal M, then 
V/Nn~= 1M ~ is either a discrete rank one vahtation ring or afield. 
Proof. Put S:~ v/n~~ l M n. First note that, by [6, Theorem 17.1], 
n~ ~ M~ is a prime ideal of V. If M = M 2, then S is a field. If not, then 
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S has rank one; indeed, if P is a prime ideal of V with PcM,  ithen 
P=0f f .~  M~, because otherwise there exists neNo such that M"~_P 
and so M=P.  Moreover, it follows from 1-6, Theorem 17.3(b)] that 
/ ,~ = M ~. each (3/~,,=~ M")-primary ideal of S is a power of M/O~ i 
Consequently, S is discrete. | 
We first handle the case when R is Z-graded. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let R be a Z-graded Pr~fer domah~. I f  R~ R_ ~= Ro (i.e., R 
is strongly Z-graded), then R ~ Ro[X, X -~ ] and Ro is afield. 
Proof. Let M be a maximal ideal of R o. Then 
R~o\~,, =(Ro)M + ~ R~(Ro)M 
k#O 
is also a Priifer domain, with part of degree zero a valuation ring. So, to 
prove the lemma we may assume Ro is a valuation ring. Let k >1 1. Since 
RkR_k=Ro,  write 1--'~-]/i= 1 aibi with aleRk and b ieR_  k. If rkERk ,  
then r k = )'~.~= I ai(b~rk) e Roa I + ... + Roar. So rkR_k ~-- Roai R-~ + ... + 
RoatR-k and thus, say, rk R_k ~-- Roa~ R_k. Consequently rk~ Roa~ Rk R_k 
~Roat and Rk=Roa ~. So R_~R'o[Z]~Ro[X ,X  -~] and it follows from 
I-7, Theorem 13.4] that Ro is a field. | 
THEOREM 4.3. Let R=~l~z  Ri be a Z-graded Pr~fer domah~ with 
Supp(R) = Z. Assume the followflsg conditions are satisfied: 
1. R has no homogeneous idempotent maxflnal ideals; 
2. the Krull dimension of R o is at most one; 
3. Ro has no idempotent maxhnal ideals. 
Then Ro is a fieM and thus R~- Ro[X, X - i | .  
Proof Assume Ro is not a field. As in the proof of the preceding lemma, 
we may assume that Ro is a valuation ring with maximal ideal, say 3L 
First we claim that R,R_,,  r Ro for all n: indeed, if there exists n~No 
such that RnR_n= Ro, then put T=~r ,  z R,,,. Clearly, R is integral over 
T. Moreover T is integrally closed: let ct=cqn+ ... +ctt,+,), and 
fl=fl~,+ "'" +fl(t+~j,, elements of T and assume ct-lfl is integral over T. 
Since et- ~fl E Q(R) and ct-'fl is integral over R, a Priifer domain, it follows 
from Proposition 2.1 that ct- ~fl ~ R. So fl = ct(rk~ + ... + rk~) with r;e R for 
k~ <~ i<~kt. Comparing the lowest degree components, one gets fit,'= ~,rk~ 
and thus kl = ( t - s )n  and rk, ~ T. Now fl--ctr(,_,),, = ct(rt.~ + ... + rk~). So, 
by induction, one obtains rk, ~ T for all i and finally ct- ~fl e T. Therefore, by 
Lemma 2.2~ T is Priifer. Since T is strongly Z-graded, it follows from 
Lemma 4.2 that Ro is a field, a contradiction. 
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Since Ro is a valuation ring of dimension at most one and has no non- 
trivial idempotent maximal ideals, it follows that ["),~= i M"= {0}. Hence, 
by Lemma 4.1 and the assumptions, (Ro)nt is a discrete rank one valuation 
ring. Moreover, RRo\M has no homogeneous idempotent maximal ideals. 
Indeed, suppose P = (P)h is an idempotent maximal ideal of RRo\M (note 
that PnRo=M and that PnR is a homogeneous maximal ideal in R). 
Then, if ccE Pn  R, there exists q~ Ro\M such that qzt E (Pn  R) z. But 
M+qR o=Ro and thus MaR+q~R=ctR. Now MctR~(PnR)  2 and 
qxR ~_ (P n R) 2, so that ~R ~ (P n R) 2. Therefore P.n R = (P n R) z which is 
in contradiction with our assumptions. 
So we have proved that R=Z~z R~ is a Z-graded Prfifer domain 
with R0 a discrete rank one valuation ring with non-zero maximal 
ideal M=aRo and R~R_~=a"Ro, n~>l and all R,R_,~_aRo. Since 
Supp(R)=Z it follows that Qg(R)=Q(Ro)[X,X -I] and one can 
choose XeR~ such that RIR_~=XR_I .  Since R is embeddable in its 
graded quotient ring, it has the form R=Ro+~.,~,oM,  X" where 
M, = {qe Q(Ro) IqX"e R,}. Obviously, all M,, are fractional Ro-ideals. 
Therefore M~=a-"~Ro for all i eZ ,  where n,.eZ. We then obtain that 
M I=R IX=RIR_ I=Ro a" and MI=(Roa")(M_I) - I=Ro . If we put 
-n_~=m,.  for i>0,  then R has the form 
R . . . .  + Roa"'~X -3 + Roa"'2X -z + Roa"X -l 
+ Ro + RoX+ Roa-"2X 2 + Roa-"3X 3 + "". 
Now put ~/[=Roa+~,, , ,oR .. Then obviously ~t'/ is a homogeneous 
maximal ideal of R and so R n is a valuation ring. 
We claim R is a gr-valuation ring, i.e., all homogeneous ideals are 
linearly ordered. For let I and J be homogeneous ideals of R, then, say, 
IR.,,: ~ JR.r So, if i e h(l), then there exists cc r .t'[ such that c~i e J. Since we 
may assume c% = I and since J is homogeneous, we get c%i= i~J  and thus 
I___J. This proves the claim. 
Consequently, either (X)~(a)  or (a)~(X). But the first inclusion 
implies X~aRoX, a contradiction. So the second inclusion is satisfied and 
consequently a eRoa" and n= 1. Similarly, for i>  1, either (R~)~_(a) or 
(a)_~ (R~): the first case is impossible and so the second inclusion is true, 
whence Roa=R~R_~ and m~=n~+ 1. So R has the form 
R . . . .  + Ro a"~+ IX-3 + Ro a€ + IX-2 + RoaX -1 
+ Ro + RoX+ Roa-"2X 2 + Roa-"JX 3 + .... (1) 
Since R is integrally closed, for each i>0,  (a-lX)~r ~, whence 
ni ~< i-- 1. (2) 
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Moreover, from the inclusions R_IR~+I~_RI (i>~ 1), RIR~_R~+I (i>~ 1), 
and.R,Rj~R~§ (i,j~Z), we get the following inequality for each i , j>0:  
ni+nj<~ni+j<<.ni+nj+ 1. (3) 
We observe that condition (3) is necessary and sufficient for R, of the form 
(1), to be a ring. 
If all n,.= 0, then R ~ Ro[X, X-~]. Since any overring of a Prfifer domain 
is PriJfer again (cfr. [6, Theorem 26.1]), it follows from Proposition3.4 
that Ro is a field, contrary to our assumption. If all n~ = i -  1, then it is easy 
to see that R can be embedded in Ro[a-lX, (a-~X)-~], which as above 
yields a contradiction. So we may assume there exists io> 1 with 
0<n~<io -  1. 
We assert that R has gr-Krull dimension one. R is then a gr-valuation 
ring of gr-dimension one with unique gr-maximal ideal ~/[. Since by 
assumption ~t'[ :~ ~t'/2 and since (~ff=~ t'e '" is a homogeneous prime ideal of 
R, it follows that 0 ,~ J[~= {0}. Hence, R is a gr-(discrete rank one 
valuation ring) and by a result of M. Van den Bergh [12, Theorem 3.31 
this is a contradiction. 
We now prove the assertion. First we claim that if ct eh(R)c~ /! and 
if R'=R{~,l,,>o}, then R'=Qg(R)=Q(Ro)[X,X-~]: if ct~Ro, then 
this is clear. If cteR_~, then it follows that a-~X~R '. But then 
a"~+~X-~~176176 ' and so X-~eR '. Since also 
a-~XER', we obtain a -~ER'  and Q(Ro)~_R'. Therefore R '= 
Q(Ro)[X,X-I]. If ~teR~, then X-~R '. But then (X-~)~~176 
a-"*~R' and so a - teR '  and R' is again 
cteR,, Iil > 1. By an analogous argument as 
R(0=~kEZ Rk, is also a Z-graded Prfifer 
Q(Ro)[X,X-I]. Finally, let 
in the first part of the proof, 
domain with component of 
degree one R~i)= R~. By the above, R}I_~, i >o } = Qg(R (i~) _~ Q(Ro)[X, X-1]. 
Then certainly R'=Q(Ro)[X,X-1]. Now let Q be a homogeneous 
prime ideal of R with Qc~/[. Then Qg(R/Q)~Rh(Rxe)/Qh(R\o)= 
Q(Ro)[X,X-I]/Qh(R\q), where the second equality follows from the 
foregoing. Since Q(Ro)[X,X -1] is a graded field and Qh(R\o~ is a 
homogeneous prime ideal of Q(Ro)[X, X-~], it follows that Qh(R\O)= {0} 
and thus Q = {0}. Therefore R has gr-Krull dimension one. This ends the 
proof. II 
Remark. Note that the ring R defined by (1), with n~=i -  1 for all i>~2 
and R o a rank one discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal aRo, is a 
gr-Priifer domain (the definition is the graded version of Proposition 2.1). 
Moreover, its graded quotient ring is Priifer, but R itself is not Prfifer. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let R be a G-graded Prftfer domaht where 
Supp(R) = G is a torsion-free abelian group. If the Krull dimension of Re is 
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at most one and if R has no homogeneous idempotent ideals, then R ~ U[G],  
a twistedgroup ring of a subgroup of Q over afield. Conversely, such a rhzg 
is also PrhjCer. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.3 that G is isomorphic with a subgroup 
of Q. Let ge G\{e}. Then R=Rtg,p<g>lO)Y~h~\g,p<g > Rh, a direct sum of 
Rtg,p<~>l-modules. Then by [7, Theorem 13.1], Rtg~,<g>l is Prfifer and 
thus by Theorem 4.3 Ro is a field and Rg= R~rg. Therefore R~-k'1-G]. 
Conversely, U[G] is a direct limit of polynomial rings k1-X, X - l  ] and is 
therefore Priifer. II 
5. ALMOST DEDEKIND DOMAINS 
A ring is called an almost Dedekind domain if its localization to each 
maximal ideal is a discrete rank one valuation ring (the terminology is 
justified because local Dedekind domains are precisely discrete rank one 
valuation rings). One can prove that R is almost Dedekind if and only 
if R is one-dimensional Prfifer without idempotent maximal ideal, or 
oo A n equivalently if R is Priifer such that 0,,=l = {0} for each proper ideal 
A of R (cfr. [6, Theorem 36.5]. From this it is clear that the part of degree 
zero of a G-graded almost Dedekind domain is al~o almost Dedekind. We 
then have 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let R be a G-graded ahnost Dedekhld omahl where G 
is a torsion-free abelian group. I f  Supp(R) is not a group, then R ~-k[X], a 
polynomial ring over afield. Otherwise R ~ U[G], a twisted group ring of a 
torsion-free rank one group over a field. 
Proof. Suppose Supp(R)=S and q/(s)= {e}. Then it follows from 
Theorem3.5 and the remark following it that R~-kt[S] where S is a 
Prfifer submonoid of Q. Then I=S\{e}  is the maximum ideal of S and 
M=U[ I ]  is a maximal ideal of R =k ' [S ] .  Therefore R~t is a discrete rank 
one valuation ring with defining valuation, say v. Then the mapping 
w: (S)--* Z defined by w(g)=v(o~) is a group homomorphism, i.e., a 
valuation on (S) .  One easily verifies that S is the valuation monoid of v. 
Hence S is a discrete rank one valuation monoid and so, since q/(S) = {e}, 
S=(x) ,  a cyclic monoid. When Supp(R) is a group, the result 
immediately follows from Corollary4.4. II 
The converse of this corollary is not necessarily valid. For example the 
group ring zp[u  {a/p" la~Z, n~N}] ,  where Zp is the field with p 
elements, is not almost Dedekind by I-9, Lemma 27"1. We will now deter- 
mine necessary and sufficient conditions for a group graded ring to be 
almost Dedekind. 
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LEMMA 5.2. Let G be a torsion-free abelian group and H a subgroup of 
G s.uch that G/H is a torsion group. I fR  is strongly G-graded and R is ahnost 
Dedekhzd, then RtH3 is ahnost Dedekfltd. 
Proof If P is a non-zero prime of RtH l, then PR n Rt~ ~ = P. If M is 
an ideal of R, maximal with respect o Mn Rtn I =P ,  then M is a prime 
ideal. Since Rt~/] is integrally closed and R is integral over RtHj, it follows 
from [6, Proposition 12.7] that (RtH])e= R~tn Q(R[jI]). Because Rn~ is a 
discrete rank one valuation ring, it follows from [6, Theorem 19.16] that 
(Rttt]) e is a discrete rank one valuation ring too. l 
LEMMA 5.3. Let G be a torsion-free abelian group and H a subgroup of 
G such that G/H is a torsion group. Suppose R = Rt~[G] is a twisted group 
ring over afield R, and Rte[H] is Dedekhld. I f  char(R~) ~ IG/HI, then R is 
ahnost Dedekhul. 
Proof We consider Rte[G] as a strongly G-graded ring Rta ]. Since 
G/H is a torsion group, R is integral over Rt11] and so dim(R)= 
dim(Rtn]) = 1. Let Q be a non-zero prime ideal of R. Note th/at if G' is a 
subgroup of G, then since R is strongly (G/G')-graded, QnRt6 .  ] is a 
nonzero prime of Rta. 3. We will prove R e is a Dedekind domain. 
Let {G,-I i e l}  be a set of subroups such that for all i~l, Gi/H is 
finite and G=Oi~Gi .  Obviously, Q=Ui~(QnRtG, ]  ) and therefore 
RQ=Ui~t(Rto,])e,~Rt~,]; put R~=(Rta,])o,~Rt~, ]. Now for each i, 
Q(RIr is a finite field extension of Q(R'e[H]) and R'e[Gt] is integral 
over R'e[tl ]. Therefore Rt,[G,.] is contained in the integral closure of 
Rte[H] in Q(Rt~[G,]). Since, by [2, Proposition5.4], Rte[Gi] is itself 
integrally closed in its own quotient field, it is therefore qual to that 
integral closure and so it is Krull by [5, Proposition 1.3]. Moreover Rta,] 
also has dimension one, since it is integral over Rttt]. Thus RtG,] is 
Dedekind and Re, as a direct limit of localizations of the Rt~,], is Prfifer 
of dimension one. So we only have to prove that R o is Krull. To do so, we 
check the two conditions of [5, Proposition 8.6]: let R~cRj, i, j eL  First, 
condition (PDE) is trivially satisfied since all rings R~ have dimension one. 
Second we assert that, if q is a non-zero prime ideal of R~, then qR i is a 
prime ideal of Ry and therefore a maximal divisorial ideal: to prove this, 
we first note that (qnRt , l )R t~ j l  is a semiprime ideal of Rtoj]: 
indeed, RtaJ (qnRtH3)Rtoj l  is strongly (Gj/H)-graded with component 
of degree RtH]/(q n Rtn]) = Rte[H]/(q n Rr~[H]) a domain; moreover 
char(Rtt41/qn RtH]) =char(Re) ~ [Gj/HI. It follows, by a generalization 
of Maschke's theorem (see, for example, [I1, Theorem4.4]), that 
(q n Rt , l )  Rc~j] is a semiprime ideal of RtGj]. Moreover (q n Rt , l )  Rc~j] ~ 0 
and so (~n RtH]) Rj is a non-zero semiprime ideal of the discrete rank one 
valuation ring Rj. Therefore (qn RtH~)Rj is the unique maximal ideal of 
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Rj and since (qc~Rtm)Rj~_qRjcRj ,  it follows that qRj is also equal to 
the unique maximal ideal of Rj. This proves the assertion. By Fossum's 
result, R e ~s then a Krull domain. | 
LEMMA 5.4. Let H be a torsion-free group and F a free subgroup such 
that H/F is a p-torsion group, where p is a prhne. Assume k is a field of 
characteristic p. I f  kt[H] is ahnost Dedekhul, then kt[H] is Dedekhld. 
Proof We merely consider R = k'[H] as a strongly H-graded ring with 
part of degree zero a field. By [6, Theorem 37.2]'we only have to prove 
that each non-zero element of k'[H] is contained in only finitely many 
maximal ideals of k*[H]. Now, if r eR, then, using the Frobenius 
homomorphism, one can find n e N such that rP'~ Rt~ q -~ k[X, X- l ] .  So r ~' 
is contained in only finitely many maximal ideals 3fl ..... Mt of Rt~.  Now 
for each i there is only one prime P~ of k~[H] such that P~nRt~7=M~; 
for, suppose Ph n Rt~ a = Pi2 c~ R[, ~ = M~. Then for each r E Pix there exists 
n~N such that r~Rrtoc~P~=Rt~.lc~P~2~_P~2 and so rEP~,. Thus 
P~, = Pj~ and so r is contained in only finitely many maximal ideals of R . .  | 
We can now state the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let R be a G-graded ring where 6 is a torsion-free abelian 
group. Then R is an ahnost Dedekhld omahz if and only if either R "~ k[X], 
a polynomial rhlg over a field, or R~-k'[G], a twisted group rhlg of a 
torsion-free rank one group G over a field, such that the followh2g condition 
is satisfied: if char(k) = p > 0 and if Go is a subgroup of G such that the 
p-prhnary component of G/F is GolF, then kt[Go] is Dedekind. 
Proof If R is an almost Dedekind omain, then Corollary 5.1 yields the 
first part of the theorem. Suppose now R'~k~[G]. Then it follows from 
Lemma 5.2 that Rtao]=kt[Go] is almost Dedekind and by Lemma5.4, 
kt[Go] is then Dedekind. The converse immediately follows from 
Lemma 5.3. II 
Remark. It follows from Corollary5.10 in [2] that k~[Go] is a 
Dedekind domain if Go has the ascending chain condition on cyclic sub- 
groups. However, the example in the remark following Theorem 3.5 shows 
that the converse does not hold. However, in case of a group ring k[Go], 
i.e., the twist is trivial, it is known that k[Go] is Dedekind if and only if 
Go has the ascending chain condition on cyclic subgroups, and thus 
Go ~ Z. Hence " 
COROLLARY 5.6 (R. Gilmer [7]). A monoid rhzg R[S] is an ahnost 
Dedekhzd omahl If and only if R is a fiehl and one of the following 
conditions holds: 
4siii~;2-5 
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1. S is a o'clic monoid; 
2. S is a group and char (R)  = 0; 
3. S is a group, char (R)= p > 0, and Go is the hoqnite cyclic group 
Ovhere G O is defined as ht Theorem 5.5). 
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